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Abstract. NHERF1 (Na+/H+ exchanger regulatory factor 1) 
is expressed in the luminal membrane of many epithelia, 
and associated with proteins involved in tumor progres-
sion. Alterations of NHERF1 expression in different sites 
of metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC) suggest a dynamic 
role of this protein in colon carcinogenesis. We focused on 
the observation of the altered expression of NHERF1 from 
non-neoplastic tissues to metastatic sites by immunohisto-
chemistry. Moreover, we studied, by immunofluorescence, 
the colocalization between NHERF1 and the epidermal 
growth factor receptor (EGFR), whose overexpression is 
implicated in CRC progression. NHERF1 showed a different 
localization and expression in the examined sites. The distant 
non-neoplastic tissues showed NHERF1 mostly expressed at 
the apical membrane, while in surrounding non-neoplastic 
tissue decreased the apical membrane and increased cyto-
plasmic immunoreactivity. In adenomas a shift from apical 
membrane to cytoplasmic localization and nuclear expres-
sion were observed. Cytoplasmic staining in the tumor, and 
metastatic sites was stronger than surrounding non-neoplastic 
tissue. Furthermore, nuclear NHERF1 expression was noted 
in 80% of all samples and surprisingly, it appeared already 
in adenoma lesions, suggesting that NHERF1 represents an 
early marker of pre-morphological triggering of colorectal 
carcinogenesis. Then, in few tumors a positive direct correla-

tion between membrane NHERF1 and EGFR expression was 
evidenced by their colocalization. Nuclear NHERF1 expres-
sion, present in the early stages of carcinogenesis and related 
with poor prognosis, may contribute to the onset of malignant 
phenotype. Specifically, we hypothesize the direct involvement 
of nuclear NHERF1 in both carcinogenesis and progression 
and its role as a potential colorectal cancer marker.

Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second most common cause 
of cancer related death in the Western societies (1). At the 
time of diagnosis 19% of patients will present synchronous 
metastasis and 30-40% of patients will develop distant meta-
chronous metastasis (2). The liver is one of the most common 
sites of metastasis and many molecular variables are still 
unclear. Some studies have suggested that the accumulation 
of specific alterations in cell growth genes are involved in 
cancer progression (3) and tumorigenesis (4). Thus, different 
gene expression can lead to unique transcriptional outcomes 
and consequently a multiple signalling pathways can be simul-
taneously activated. NHERF1 (Na+/H+ exchanger regulatory 
factor 1, also named EBP50) is an adaptor protein that links 
several cellular receptors, ion transporters and other proteins 
to the plasma membrane of different types of cells (5-9). The 
association between specific growth factor receptors and 
NHERF1 has already been analysed (8-10) and indicates a 
critical role for this adaptor protein in growth factor signal 
transduction. Recently in normal cells, the level of NHERF1 
expression has been demonstrated to have effects on the 
trafficking, expression and function of the epidermal growth 
factor receptor (EGFR) (11). NHERF1 is a member of a family 
of scaffold proteins with two homologous PSD-95/Disc-large/
ZO-1 (PDZ) domains, which mediate protein-protein inter-
actions (12) and an ERM (Ezrin/Radixin/Moesin) domain, 
with which it attaches to the cytoskeleton (13,14). The PDZ1 
domain interacts with the carboxyl-terminus of proteins (15), 
while the ERM domain binds to respective actin-associated 
ERM proteins (5). Proteins with PDZ domains are also 
present at the brush border of mammalian, intestine and renal 
proximal tubules (16,17). The loss of heterozygosity (LOH) at 
the NHERF1 gene locus (17q25.1) is present in more than 50% 
of human breast tumors (18); whereas the LOH is less frequent 
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in other tumor types, suggesting a pivotal role of NHERF1 
during breast carcinogenesis (18). The NHERF1 protein is 
expressed in the luminal membrane of many epithelia and 
has been studied in many tumor types such as hepatocellular 
carcinoma (19) schwannoma (20) and particularly in breast 
cancer (21-23). Our previous studies showed that NHERF1 
plays a role in breast cancer progression and it is able to induce 
an invasive phenotype in an ‘in vitro’ model of breast cancer 
(24-26). Moreover, we showed that breast carcinogenesis is 
characterized by increased cytoplasmic expression of NHERF1 
as the tumor progresses. The switch from apical membrane 
to cytoplasmic expression is compatible with a dual role for 
NHERF1 as a tumor suppressor or tumor promoter dependent 
on its subcellular localization (10). Little is known about the 
involvement of NHERF1 in colorectal cancer. A recent study 
reported that NHERF1 alterations correlate with the progres-
sion and enhanced invasiveness of human colorectal cancer 
and that its loss or cytoplasmic overexpression is a common 
oncogenic event in carcinomas (26).

The aim of this study is to further clarify the role of 
NHERF1 in colorectal carcinogenesis and progression, exami-
ning the expression and the intracellular distribution of the 
protein in non-neoplastic tissues, adenomas, primary tumors 
and metastatic colorectal sites.

Materials and methods

Tissue samples. Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded sections 
from 51 metastatic colorectal carcinomas (mCRCs) were 
selected from the files of the Department of Pathology of our 
Institute. For each tumor the following histological sections 
were examined: primary tumor (T) and surrounding non-
neoplastic tissue (SNT) present on the same section, the 
corresponding synchronous lymph node (LnM) and liver 
metastases (LM). Distant non-neoplastic colorectal tissue 
(DNT) and adenomas (ADNs) obtained from 20 of the 51 
tumors were also analyzed. The seventy five percent (15/20) 
of ADNs, measured <1 cm, showed a high grade, while 41% 
(11/20) of ADNs showed villousness >20%.

Histological sections were cut and stained with hematoxylin 
and eosin for light microscopic examination. Ethical approval 
of this study has been obtained from the Ethics Committee of 
our Institute. The pathological features of patients with these 
colorectal tumors were analysed by reviewing the histological 
sections of the surgical specimen. The colorectal tumors 
were graded and classified according to the World Health 
Organization (WHO) criteria (27).

The clinicopathological characteristics of patients are 
summarized in Table I. Thirty-one patients were male and 
20 female with a mean age of 63 years (range, 44-85). Of all 
adenocarcinomas, 12 (24%) cases showed low grade of differ-
entiation and 39 (76%) showed high grade of differentiation. 
Pathological staging was T3 in 67% (n=34) of cases and T4 in 
33% (n=17) of cases; lymph node status was N1 in 28% (n=14) 
and N2/N3 in 72% (n=37) of cases.

Immunohistochemistry. Tissue sections (4-µm thick) were 
deparaffinized with xylene, rehydrated in graded ethanol solu-
tions, and in order to enhance antigen retrieval, the slides were 
then immersed in 10 mM sodium citrate buffer (pH 6.0), boiled 

for 30 min on a hot plate, and then allowed to cool for 20 min. 
Sections were incubated for 10 min in 3% hydrogen peroxide 
in distilled water, washed in PBS three times for 5 min. After, 
the sections were incubated overnight at 4˚C with rabbit 
polyclonal anti-human EBP50 antibody (PA1-090 Affinity 
Bioreagents, Golden, CO; dilution 1:150). Sections were then 
washed with PBS, incubated with biotinylated link for 30 min, 
peroxidase-labelled streptavidin for 30 min, and 3-amino-
9-ethylcarbazole substrate-chromogen (LSAB2 System-HRP; 
DakoCytomation) for 15 min at dark. Counterstaining was 
done with hematoxylin. Immunohistochemical staining was 
evaluated as subcellular localization and classified as preva-
lently cytoplasmic, membrane or nuclear localization for each 
sample (10).

The extent and pattern of staining also varied among 
different tissues. NHERF1 expression was quantified by two 
independent observers by counting the positive cells in 3 
representative areas for each section, recorded as percentage 
of stained cells/section and, the median value was used to 
form a final score. According to the median value cut-off, 
the cases were considered positive for cytoplasmic NHERF1 
when immunoreactivity was present in >70% of tumor cells 
examined, and positive for nuclear NHERF1 when completely 
and darkly nuclear staining was observed in 18% of tumor 
cells analysed. EGFR immunohistochemistry was performed 
according to the instructions included with the EGFR PharmDx 
kit (Dako Corp., Milan, Italy). For our study, 4-µm sections 
were deparaffinized in 2 sequential xylene baths, 100% 
ethanol, and 95% ethanol followed by a wash in wash-buffer 
solution (Dako). The rehydrated sections were pretreated in an 

Table I. Clinicopathological characteristics of 51 mCRC 
patients.

Characteristics No. of patients (%)

Age (years), median (range) 63 (44-85)
  ≤63 26 (51)
  >63 25 (49)

Gender
  Male 31 (61)
  Female 20 (39)

Adenocarcinoma 51 (100)

Grade of differentiation
  Low 12 (24)
  High 39 (76)

Pathological staging (pTNM)
  Tumor 
    T3 34 (67)
    T4 17 (33)
  Node
   N1 14 (28)
   N2, N3 37 (72)
  Metastasis
    M1 51 (100)
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enzyme solution (Proteinase-k) at room temperature for 5 min. 
After the block of endogenous peroxidase activity, the sections 
were incubated with EGFR MoAb (IgG1, clone 2-18C9, Dako) 
for 30 min, employing 3'3-diaminobenzidine as a chromogenic 
substrate. Sections were slightly counterstained with Mayer's 
hematoxylin and mounted in aqueous mounting medium 
(Glicergel, Dako). In each staining run, an external positive 
control section consisting of Dako control slide was used, and 
the negative control was performed by omitting the application 
of the primary antibody.

Immunoistochemical staining was evaluated by one of the 
authors (A.M.) together with an experienced pathologist (G.S.), 
and then discordant cases were reviewed in a joint evaluation. 
IHC scoring was based on the membrane immunoreactivity, 
according to the American Joint Committee (28): score 0, no 
reactivity; score 1+, weak reactivity; score 2+, moderate reac-
tivity; score 3+, strong reactivity. Cytoplasmic staining was 
considered non-specific and was not included in the scoring. 
The tumors overexpressing EGFR were scored mainly 3+ 
(n=11), 2+ (n=20) and 1+ (n=6); those not overexpressing 
EGFR were scored 0 (n=14). One of 2 LnM and 2/3 LM were 
scored 2+, while those with negative EGFR were 1 LnM and 
1 LM.

Immunofluorescence of NHERF1/EGFR. Colocalization of 
membrane NHERF1 and EGFR was performed on 18 tumor 
specimens [13 showed moderate EGFR reactivity (2+) and 
5 showed strong reactivity (3+)], 1 metastatic lymph nodes, 
and 2 liver metastases assessed immunohistochemically. 
Immunofluorescence analyses were done as previously 
described (25). Briefly, serial sections of formalin-fixed tissue 
sections embedded in paraffin wax, 3-µm thickness, were 
obtained from the same colorectal tissue blocks used for 
immunohistochemistry. Rehydrated slides were immersed in 
a 10 mM citrated buffer, pH 6.0, at 95˚C for 30 min for antigen 
retrieval and, prior to incubation with primary antibody, were 
treated for 10 min with 0.2% bovine serum albumin (BSA) to 
block non-specific protein binding. Primary antibodies were: 
mouse IgG anti-EGFR (clone 13/EGFR; 1:100 dilution) (BD 
Transduction Laboratories™) and rabbit IgG NHERF1 (PA1-

090; Affinity Bioreagents) (1:150 dilution). After, sections were 
incubated for 1 h with the Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse 
IgG1 and Alexa Fluor 568 goat anti-rabbit IgG secondary 
antibody conjugates (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA) 
(1:1000 dilution).

Images were acquired on a BX40 microscope (Olympus) 
with a SenSys 1401E-Photometrics charge-coupled device 
camera. Each fluorophore used was excited independently 
and sequential detection was performed and co-localization 
analysis was performed using the open source Image J version 
1.38 (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).

Statistical analysis. The two-tailed non-parametric Kruskal-
Wallis and Mann-Whitney tests were used to compare the 
different expression levels of NHERF1 among different 
colorectal tissues. The association between NHERF1 and 
clinicopathological variables, and the correlation between 
membrane NHERF1 and EGFR were examined using χ2 test, 
and χ2 test for trend as appropriate. Statistical significance was 
calculated for a 95% confidence interval (P<0.05). Calculations 
were performed using Prism version 5.00 software package 
(GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA).

Results

NHERF1 protein expression in metastatic colorectal cancer 
tissues. The DNT showed NHERF1 mostly expressed at the 
apical membrane (Fig. 1A). In those samples, median apical 
membrane expression was 15.0% (0-55 range of positive cells), 
whereas the median cytoplasmic staining was 5% (0-60). In 
SNT, present on the same slide of the tumor, decreased apical 
membrane and increased cytoplasmic immunoreactivity of 
NHERF1 were observed (Fig. 1B). Apical membrane staining 
observed in those samples was 11.0% (0-48), while cyto-
plasmic staining was 10% (0-60).

In ADN, a different localization of NHERF1 was observed 
in both high and low grade ADNs (Fig. 1C). Median value 
of apical membrane expression was 2% (0-40 range of posi-
tive cells), while median value of cytoplasmic staining was 
57.5% (40-70). In T, NHERF1 expression showed a cyto-

Figure 1. Progressive changes of NHERF1 expression levels and intracellular localization in mCRC. (A) NHERF1 immunoreactivity is present mostly in 
membrane of DNT mucosa, (B) in the cytoplasmic and nuclear compartments in SNT and (C) in ADN; (D) an increase of cytoplasmic and nuclear NHERF1 
expression is present in T, (E) LnM and (F) LM (original magnification, x200).
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plasmic trend similar to ADN (Fig. 1D). The median value of 
cytoplasmic staining was 60% (20-80), whereas the median 
value of membrane staining was 5% (0-60). In synchronous 
LnM (Fig. 1E) and LM (Fig. 1F), results similar to T were 
observed. LnM showed 60% (5-80) of cytoplasmic staining 
and 0% (0-10) of membrane staining. Likewise, LM exhibited  
70% (20-80) of cytoplasmic staining and 0% (0-20) membrane 
immunoreactivity.

As showed in Fig. 2A, membrane NHERF1 expression 
detected in LnM and LM showed a significant decrease with 
respect to DNT (P<0.0001). Moreover, membrane NHERF1 
in T, LnM and LM decreased significantly compared to 
SNT (P<0.0001). Finally, LnM and LM showed a decrease 
in membrane expression with respect to both ADN and T 
(P<0.0001).

The cytoplasmic staining of NHERF1 increased 
significantly comparing the DNT to ADN, T, LnM and LM, 
(P<0.0001, for all). Moreover, in ADN, T, LnM and LM the 
immunoreactivity was more intense than observed in SNT 
(P<0.0001, for all) (Fig. 2B).

Nuclear NHERF1 expression was present in 80% 
(154/193) of samples examined (Fig. 1A-F). We observed 
high and homogeneous nuclear expression in SNT, ADN, T, 
LnM and LM, with respect to DNT. Interestingly, DNT (3.5%, 
range 2-5%) showed a significantly lower nuclear expression 
than detected in NT (13.0%, range 0-52), ADN (12.5%, range 
(1-55), T (15.0%, range (0-60), and LnM (15.0%, range 0-80) 
(P<0.05). However, the nuclear staining was more intense 

in LM (20.0%, range 0-72) than in DNT (3.5%, range 2-5) 
(P<0.001) (Fig. 2C). On the basis of a contingency analysis 
of 51 mCRC cases, any statistically significant association 
between NHERF1 expression within the three compart-
ments and clinicopathological characteristics was revealed 
(Table I).

Subcellular colocalization of NHERF1 with EGFR in mCRC 
tissues. Of the tumors 45% (23/51) retained a low amount of 
NHERF1 in the membrane compartment, and 78% (18/23) of 
these cases showed overexpression of EGFR (score 2+/3+). 
On univariate analysis, positive membrane NHERF1 expres-
sion was statistically significantly associated with moderate 
EGFR immunostaining (score 2+) (13/23 vs. 7/28, P=0.035). 
To analyze the interaction between NHERF1 and EGFR, we 
examined their localization by immunofluorescence on tumor 
specimens, lymph node and liver metastatic tissues. In primary 
tumor and metastatic cells, NHERF1 showed its mostly cyto-
plasmic localization, together with large areas of NHERF1 
nuclear localization, especially where cells became no longer 
polarized (Fig. 3). Noteworthy, in 45% (23/51) of tumor cases, 
4% (2/51) of lymph node and 5% (3/51) of liver metastases, a 
low amount of NHERF1 was still localized in the membrane. 
At membrane compartment, NHERF1 colocalized with 
EGFR only when this receptor was overexpressed and 
showed strong or moderate reactivity (score 2+/3+) (Fig. 3); 
in the cases with no EGFR reactivity (score 0), no membrane 
NHERF1 expression was observed.

Figure 2. NHERF1 protein expression detected in the different colon cancer sites. (A) Membrane NHERF1 is more expressed in DNT and SNT than ADN, T 
LnM and LM. (B) The cytoplasmic NHERF1 increased significantly comparing the DNT to ADN, T, LnM and LM. (C) Nuclear NHERF1 in DNT showed a 
significant decrease respect to SNT, ADN, T, LnM and LM. *p<0.05; **p<0.001; ***p<0.0001.

Figure 3. Analysis of NHERF1 and EGFR protein localization in colorectal cancer. A representative tissue sample stained with NHERF1 and EGFR anti-
bodies and detected with Alexa Fluor 568 (red) and Alexa Fluor 488 (green) secondary antibodies, respectively, prior to fluorescence microscopy analysis. 
Arrowheads indicate invasive cells with a high global expression of two proteins, where NHERF1 colocalized with EGFR1 on apical membrane compartment. 
Scale bar, 25 µm.
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Discussion

NHERF1 is an adaptor protein frequently expressed in 
different human cancers. It is associated with β-catenin 
through its PDZ2 domain (19) and consequently involved in 
cancer progression.

In this study, we focused on the observation of expres-
sion and subcellular localization of NHERF1 to evaluate its 
involvement in different sites of metastatic colorectal cancer. 
Differently to a previous study (26), here we assessed a more 
wide and homogeneous series of human CRC and metastatic 
sites composed of non-neoplastic tissue, adenoma, primary 
tumor, and synchronous lymph node and liver metastases. 
Our results confirm the presence of NHERF1 at the apical 
membrane of epithelial cells in DNTs (10,23). However, 
biological difference of NHERF1 expression among 
different tissues is present and can be associated at the 
adenoma-carcinoma sequence (26). The SNT, present on the 
same section of the tumor area, showed a persistence of apical 
membrane NHERF1 expression, more intense than in tumor 
and metastatic sites. However, here we observed the increasing 
of cytoplasmic and nuclear staining, demonstrating the rapid 
biochemical changes respect to morphological evidence during 
the tumor development. This would suggest a strong influence 
of the tumor on its SNT, and the loss of membrane NHERF1 
expression could be compatible with onset of an aggressive 
phenotype (26). Results obtained by this study indicate that 
NHERF1 represents an early marker of pre-morphological 
triggering of carcinogenesis.

Even if the analyzed ADNs were few and not evenly 
distributed, in both low and high grade adenomas, we already 
observed a shift from apical membrane to cytoplasmic and 
nuclear expression, suggesting the involvement of NHERF1 
in first steps of the pre-malignant lesions. In fact, the increase 
of cytoplasmic and nuclear NHERF1 expression suggests a 
possible direct interaction between NHERF1 and β-catenin, 
setting up Wnt/β-catenin pathway and consequently the cancer 
progression (19). Comparing the SNT with other tumor sites we 
observed a greater percentage of cytoplasmic staining in the T, 
and in both LnM and LM. This change in cytoplasmic protein 
expression has been described previously by Hayashi et al 
regarding adenomas and ‘in vitro’ models (26). In NHERF1-
depleted cells, the ectopically expressed wt-NHERF1 was 
distributed in the cytoplasm with a concomitant reduction in 
epithelial morphology and increased cell proliferation. These 
results support our previous study that described a significant 
change in subcellular distribution of NHERF1 moving from 
breast non-neoplastic tissue to carcinoma (10). Consequently, 
the elevated cell proliferation in tumor area could be a conse-
quence of higher cytoplasmic NHERF1 expression in tumor 
compared to SNT. This would rely on the direct interaction 
between NHERF1 and β-catenin, with further activation of 
the Wnt/β-catenin pathway, as previously demonstrated (26).

Furthermore, nuclear NHERF1 expression was reported 
previously in hepatocellular carcinoma (19) and in breast 
cancer (10). Shibata et al underlined that NHERF1 interacts 
with β-catenin through its PDZ2 domain, establishing a 
complex formation in hepatocellular carcinoma model (19). 
In the current study we found nuclear NHERF1 expression in 
80% of the colon samples analyzed and surprisingly, nuclear 

expression appeared already in SNT and ADN lesions, but 
not in DNT samples. Our findings indicated that there are 
significant changes in the expression of the nuclear NHERF1 
in colorectal adenocarcinoma and adenoma in comparison to 
non-neoplastic tissue. This implies that nuclear NHERF1 is 
involved in the pathogenesis of colorectal tumors, opening 
a new undiscovered and challenging role for NHERF1 as a 
player in carcinoma progression. Nuclear NHERF1 could 
collaborate at initiation and maintaining the tumor phenotype, 
possibly by associating with β-catenin. Based on these find-
ings and those of other studies, NHERF1 would act as a tumor 
suppressor when localized at the apical level of the membrane 
and as an oncogenic protein when localized in the cytoplasm 
and nucleus (10,29,30).

Moreover, as a scaffolding protein, NHERF1 is associated 
with a number of growth factor TK receptors, such as the Her2/
neu (10) and the EGFR (31), promoting dimerization and acti-
vation of mitogenic signals. The downregulation in metastases 
has recently been indicated also in other previously published 
studies (32-34). EGFR overexpression has been found to be 
associated with tumor progression and poor survival in several 
tumor types, such as in CRC (35), and importantly, our results 
underlined the involvement of NHERF1 along with EGFR in 
the CRC progression.

Previously, it has been reported that NHERF1 and EGFR 
colocalized at the cell membrane of colon cancer tissues (30). 
In this study, we observed that in a small percentage of tumors 
NHERF1 maintained a membrane localization and a positive 
direct correlation between membrane NHERF1 and EGFR 
expression was evidenced by their colocalization. The CRC 
cell architecture is completely overturned and cells are able to 
receive different extracellular signals from the tumor micro-
environment; in this pathological state NHERF1, having lost 
its exclusively apical domain function, is overexpressed in the 
cytoplasm and nucleus and starts to coordinate intracellular 
cancer pathways. These data reiterate that NHERF1 altera-
tions correlate with progression and enhanced invasiveness of 
human colorectal cancer.

In conclusion, nuclear NHERF1 expression showed a 
heterogeneous distribution in the different colon sites, from 
non-neoplastic tissue to carcinoma and metastases. It confirms 
a dynamic role of the protein in colorectal cancer, not only 
as physiological scaffolding protein. In particular, the nuclear 
NHERF1 expression, present in the early stages of carcinogen-
esis, probably contributes to onset of the malignant phenotype. 
Thus, we hypothesize the direct involvement of nuclear 
NHERF1 in both carcinogenesis and progression of colorectal 
cancer.
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